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Building Reconstruction Using a Split-Shape-Merge Method

Abstract: This paper presents a scheme for the reconstruction of building models from lidar
data and vector maps by using a split-shape-merge approach. The proposed scheme is
comprised of three major parts: (1) the decomposition of building boundaries (2) the shaping
of building primitives, and (3) the combination of building primitives. In the decomposition
of building boundaries, the inner structural lines are extracted from the lidar data. Then, in
the split procedure the building boundaries are divided into several building primitives using
the extracted feature lines.

During the shape process, the roof for each building primitive is

shaped from the lidar point clouds. The roof shapes include both flat and curvilinear shapes.
Finally, we merge the 3-D building primitives to obtain the building models.

The proposed

method has been tested with the data collected at Ping-Dong city of Taiwan.
experimental results confirm that the proposed scheme produces high fidelity models.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the cyber city plays an important role in a great variety of applications.

The

cyber city is useful in urban planning, urban modeling, disaster management, transportation,
communication, as well as other applications.

Three-dimensional building models are

essential elements in a cyber city which makes building modeling an important technique.
The building modeling strategies can be classified into two categories, i.e., model-driven and
data-driven (Brenner, 2005).

The model-driven approach is a top-down strategy, which

starts with hypothetical synthetic building primitives which are verified for correctness from
data sets. On the other hand, the data-driven approach is a bottom-up strategy where the
building features are first extracted, and then grouped into a building model through a
hypothesis process.
Several investigators have reported on the generation of building models from lidar and
vector maps.

The vector maps have the advantage of giving reliable building boundaries for

the modeling.

In the model-driven strategy, the building boundaries may be split into

several primitives according to some rules.
a 2-D primitive.
point clouds.

A 3-D parametric primitive can be inferred from

Then, one selects the best fitting 3-D parametric primitives from the lidar

The building model is obtained by merging all 3-D building primitives (Haala

and Brenner, 1999; Vosselman and Dijkman, 2001; Sugihara and Hayashi, 2003). This
method is restricted to limited types of 3-D parametric primitives, but it can provide a global
solution by considering all the measurement data simultaneously.
The data-driven strategy from lidar and vector maps can be classified into two types.

In the

first type the planar features are extracted first while in the second type the line features are
extracted first.

In the first type, after the planar features are extracted the extracted planes

are then used to derive the line features (Overby et al., 2004; Peternell and Steiner, 2004).
building model is obtained by integrating the planar and the linear features.
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type, line features are extracted first and then the extracted lines are used to trace the building
polygons. The building model is obtained by shaping the top of the building polygons
(Schealbe, 2004).

Most previous investigators focused on buildings with planar roofs.

In this investigation, we describe a split-shape-merge approach designed to integrate lidar
data and 2-D building boundaries for building reconstruction.

The proposed scheme is

comprised of three major parts: (1) the decomposition of building boundaries (2) the shaping
of building primitives, and (3) the combination of building primitives. In the decomposition
stage, the inner structural lines, i.e. step edges and ridge lines, are extracted from lidar data.
The step edges are determined by using a Canny Edge Detector.

The ridge lines on the other

hand are extracted by using a TIN-based region growing technique.

The extracted feature

lines are used to split the building boundaries into several building primitives.

During the

shaping process, the roof for each building primitive is determined from the lidar point clouds
with least squares regression.

The roof shapes include both flat and curvilinear ones.

Finally, all the 3-D building primitives are merged to obtain the building models.
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2. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed method is essentially comprised of three major parts.
decomposition of building boundaries.

The first involves the

The second part is roof shaping.

the combination of building primitives is performed.

In the last part,

The flowchart of the proposed method

is shown in Fig. 1.
2.1. Decomposition of building boundaries
The objective of the decomposition of building boundaries is to separate a building polygon
into building primitives.
process.

The lines of the building structure are used to perform the spilt

The lines include both step edge and ridge lines. A step edge is when the building

structural line separates facets with two different heights. A ridge line refers to a structural
line that is intersected by two facets such as is often seen in a gable roof or hipped roof
building.

Different strategies appropriate to the characteristics of these two types of

structural lines are used to obtain the resulting lines.

For the step edge, the edge features are

obtained via lidar DSM with a Canny edge detector (Canny, 1986).

The Canny edge

detector is able to extract the location of discontinuity or a sharp change in elevation.
the ridge line, lidar TIN-mesh region growing is used to extract the facet features.
line is computed from the intersection of the adjacent facets.

For

The ridge

Once the structural lines are

extracted, we divide the building polygon using the extracted structural lines to obtain the
building primitives.
The step edge is a kind of building structural line separating two facets, which describes a
jump in height between the roofs. Step edges are detected from rasterized lidar DSM.
First, the edges features of a building polygon are obtained by applying the Canny operator.
The Canny edge detection algorithm is known as an optimal edge detector.

Sometimes, the

edges of building boundaries are also extracted, so we need to select a distance threshold to
remove edge features that may overlap/be close to the building boundaries.
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the edge features, straight line tracking using a strip algorithm is performed (Leung and Yang,
1990).

The algorithm extracts straight lines less than a pipe line in width from the adjacent

pixels.

Once the straight lines are extracted, a length threshold is applied to remove any

short lines caused by noise.

After this the building direction, as indicated by the building

boundaries, is included for line regularization. If the direction of straight lines is close to the
building direction, the straight lines are adjusted to be parallel to the building direction.
Finally, we get the step edges.

The steps of step edge extraction are illustrated in Fig. 2.

The ridge line is an inner structure, intersected by two facets.
important intersection pre-processing step.

Facet extraction is an

A TIN-based region growing procedure, in

which coplanarity and adjacency between triangles are considered, is employed during facet
extraction (Schroder and Robbach, 1994).

The coplanarity condition means that the

distance from the triangle’s center to the plane is small. When the triangles meet the
coplanarity criteria, they are merged together as a new facet.

The process starts by selecting

a seed triangle and determining the initial plane parameter.

If the distance from a

neighboring triangle to the initial plane is smaller than the threshold, these two triangles are
combined.

The reference plane parameter is recalculated using all of the triangles that

belong to the region. The seed region continues to grow as long as the distance does not
exceed a specified threshold.

A new seed triangle is chosen when the region stops growing.

The region growing step stops when all triangles have been examined.

However due to

errors in the lidar data, fragmented triangles may exist in some detected regions.

In this case

small regions will be merged with the neighborhood that has the closest normal vector.
Once the planar segments are extracted, the ridge lines, the intersection of two adjacent
planar faces, are obtained.

Fig. 3 shows an example of ridge line extraction.

After the extraction of the building structural lines, the building polygon is split into several
building primitives.

Each building primitive represents a small element of a building.
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other words, a complex building is divided into many simple building primitives.

The

complex building is reconstructed by combining all the building primitives together.

The

split and merge process are the two major steps in primitive generation (Rau and Chen, 2003).
First, all the structural lines are extended to the building boundaries after which intersection
points among the structural lines are calculated. Since the building polygon has been split
into many small polygons, the polygons must be merged and lines shared between polygons
examined.

Notice that the height information is ignored in this step.

2.2. Shaping of Building Primitives
The objective of building shaping is to shape the roof top of each building primitive.

Three

dimensional shaping is performed using the lidar point clouds located in a primitive region.
Due to the variety of the roof types, both flat and curvilinear roofs are considered. For flat
roofs, the TIN-based region growing procedure described above is employed. Once the
planar segments are extracted, a least squares fitting process is used to determine the
coplanarity function.

3-D planar information is used to define an appropriate roof.

The most common type of curvilinear roof is the cambered roof.

In order to shape the

cambered roof, parameter fitting is selected to obtain the curvilinear parameters. In the first
step the 3-D point clouds are projected in a specific direction, i.e. the main building direction,
then, the circle equation is selected as a target equation for parameter fitting.
a tolerance to divide the cylinder into a polyhedral model.

We also select

Fig. 4 illustrates an example of

chord line extraction. Fig. 4a shows a perspective view of a cambered roof building.
reproject the point clouds to the building direction as in Fig. 4b.

We

The chord lines are

extracted as shown in Fig. 4c.
2.3. Combination of Building Primitives.
After the building shaping process, the three dimensional primitives have to be merged to
obtain 3-D building models.

Since polyhedral models are considered in this investigation,
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the roof surfaces are represented by planar facets.

We consider the connectivity of the

adjacent primitives in this study. If the shared line of adjacent primitives is discontinuous
the line is adjusted via a least squares process to obtain a continuous line. Fig. 5 shows a
comparison of the regularization, with and without roof adjustment.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The lidar data used in this research covered an area in Ping-Dong, a city in southern Taiwan.
The data set was obtained by a Leica ALS 50 system. The average density of the lidar point
clouds is 2.0 pts/m2.
0.5m.

The discrete lidar points are also rasterized to DSM with a pixel size of

The vector maps used have a scale of 1:1,000.

overlapping the vector maps.

Fig. 6a shows the lidar DSM

Fig. 6b shows an aerial image of the test area.

The test area

is about 360m by 220m in size. There are 24 building groups in the test area with roof types
that include flat, gable, and cambered roofs.
After the inner structural lines are extracted from the lidar data, the building boundaries are
then split into building primitives.
growing.

The 3-D facets are extracted by TIN-based region

Step edges are obtained by edge detector while the ridge lines are done by

adjacent planes.

Parameter fitting is applied to form cambered roofs. After the generation

of 3-D building primitives they are merged into 3-D models.

The digital building models

(DBM) are shown in Fig. 7. A comparison of vector maps to the generated building models
shows that the models preserve more detail than do the vector maps.
The experimental validation procedure covers two aspects.

First, the height between the

reconstructed roofs and the original lidar point clouds is checked for consistency. Second,
the planimetric accuracy of the roof corners in the reconstructed models is evaluated by
comparing them with the corners acquired by stereoscopic manual measurements.
paper we call the height consistency the Shaping Error.
flat roofs in the test area.
removed manually.

In this

First, we select any buildings with

Then, the non-roofing lidar point clouds for each building are

A comparison of the roof-top planes with the lidar point clouds shows

that the shaping error is 0.22m.
For planimetric validation, we compare the coordinates of the roof corners in the
reconstructed models with the ones acquired by stereoscopic manual measurements.
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aerial images (with a scale of 1:5000) are used for the evaluation; they were scanned in 20
µm per pixel mode.

The planimetric accuracy of the aerial images is about 0.3m. We

measure 73 well-defined building corners for accuracy evaluation.

The root mean square

errors (RMSE) are 0.44m and 0.69m in the X and Y directions, respectively. The error
vectors are shown in Fig. 8.

The error vectors are superimposed with the building

boundaries.
4. CONCLUSION
We have presented a scheme for the reconstruction of building models by the fusion of lidar
data and large-scale vector maps.

The experimental results demonstrate the potential of the

building reconstruction process.

The proposed method takes advantage of the high

horizontal accuracy of vector maps and the high vertical accuracy of lidar data.
planimetric accuracy of the building corners is better than 0.7m.

The

The shaping error of the

generated building models is 0.22 m, which corresponds to the vertical accuracy of lidar data.
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Figures
Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed method.
Fig. 2. Illustration of step edge extraction.
Fig. 3. Illustration of ridge line extraction.
Fig. 4. Illustration of curvilinear roof determination.
Fig. 5. Comparison of roof adjustment.
Fig. 6. Test data.
Fig. 7. Results of generated building models.
Fig. 8. Error vector of generated building models.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Illustration of step edge extraction: (a) Digital Surface Model; (b) edges
detected from Canny operator; (c) extracted step edges.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Illustration of ridge line extraction: (a) lidar TIN-mesh; (b) extracted ridge
lines.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Illustration of curvilinear roof determination: (a) lidar point clouds; (b)
reprojected point clouds; (c) cambered roof building model.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Comparison of roof adjustment: (a) before adjustment; (b) after adjustment.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Test data: (a) DSM with building boundaries; (b) aerial image.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. Results of generated building models: (a) top-view of the generated models; (b)
perspective view of the generated models.
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Fig. 8. Error vector of generated building models.
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